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Abstract

A twofold analysis is performed on an experimental set-up comprising a low-Reynolds wind tunnel, with the
aim of quantifying the effect of measurand uncertainties and operative condition variations in the lift and
drag curves of a NACA0021 airfoil. The first part of the study focuses on an uncertainty analysis of basic
measurands used for calculating standard aerodynamic magnitudes, showing the individual contributions
of each of the factors affecting the overall uncertainty ranges. The second part intends to show how those
uncertainties are propagated to lift and drag coefficients, and to calculate the effect of varying operative
conditions on those curves. It is found that, when changes in operative conditions are left unattended,
their influence on derived magnitudes may grow as large as to cause the resultant data to lie outside the
estimated uncertainty intervals. Additionally, those variations are shown to depend non-linearly on the
operative condition changes that produce them.
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1. Introduction1

The main purpose of physical experimentalism is the replication of phenomena not occurring in nature in2

ways that allow their proper investigation. The limitations may be traced back to two principal causes: on3

the one hand, the number of physical processes taking place on a particular scenario and the interrelations4

among them do not allow isolating a particular phenomenon adequately. On the other hand, a phenomenon5

may manifest solely under certain physical conditions that are not naturally observable in a sufficiently6

sustained manner so that an analysis can follow. The field of physical experimentalism overcomes those7

limitations by means of building experimental set-ups—physical scenarios within which particular phenom-8

ena are reproduced in an artificial manner and, ideally, free of spurious disturbances. Specifically designed9

apparatus are employed to manipulate the medium in order to set the proper physical conditions, and the10

background is adapted so that processes affecting the phenomenon are suppressed or, at least, attenuated.11

It is under these controlled conditions that experimental tests are performed.12

Ensuring controlled conditions within a given experimental set-up requires quantifying the achieved artificial13

configurations somehow. When undertaking a test, the usual workflow consists of setting a number of input14

magnitudes to predefined values and measuring a set of output parameters. Evidently, the output values15

are inherently dependent on the input magnitudes. However, the latter are not to be interpreted solely as a16

sort of boundary conditions of the experimental set-up. In fact, both input and output datasets come from17

measurements performed during a test, and the probes or sensors used for measuring the magnitudes may18

be subjected to a number of uncertainty sources. Those sources, if unaccounted for, can deprive the test19

of its controlled condition status. This, in turn, affects possible correlations that may exist between input20

and output parameters, as wrongly controlled inputs can lead to outputs that do not match with expected21

values, may these come from theoretical predictions or empirical relations. In any case, a rigorous consider-22

ation of the uncertainty sources influencing both input and output magnitudes is mandatory if experimental23

relevance is to be achieved.24

The different uncertainty sources encountered in an experimental set-up may be divided in two main groups.25

The first group considers the uncertainties coming from the physical limitations of the probes and their in-26

teractions with the overall system. The physical limitations are constrained by the sensitive part of the27

probe, which is able to detect changes on a given physical magnitude as far as those changes lie above a28

probe-dependent threshold, or resolution; besides, input signal conversions, such as digitalizing processes,29

may introduce deviations on the measurements or even widen the resolution level of the sensor due to the30

addition of noise or scattering. Lastly, it is to notice that the probe itself constitutes a physical system31

that, even if small in comparison to the characteristic dimensions of the experimental set-up, is intrusive to32

some extent. These unavoidable interactions with the experimental medium may alter the magnitudes to33

measure, and their effects need to be considered accordingly. A statistical approach towards a systematic34

quantification of the mentioned uncertainties is set forth by the theory of uncertainty analysis, whose basic35

notions are detailed further on. The readers seeking deeper insights may consult the canonical references on36

the subject [1–5], whereas an updated version gathering the relevant aspects of the theory is to be found in37

[6].38

The second group of uncertainties is related to the changes that the experimental set-up may suffer due to39

its operative conditions. The apparatus employed for reproducing a phenomenon by forcing the physical40

conditions can cause significant variations in magnitudes that affect the phenomenon indirectly, thus intro-41

ducing unexpected side effects. The way of dealing with such effects calls for identifying the overall set of42

both primary and secondary magnitudes that affect the phenomenon; ideally, achieving controlled condi-43

tions requires measuring those magnitudes and setting them to user-defined values. However, experimental44

set-ups do not always allow a direct manipulation of the overall set of physical magnitudes, and changes45

due to operative conditions are to be merely assumed, not user-set. Even in these cases, the requirement of46

measuring the overall set of parameters is not relaxed. Instead, the influence of the operative conditions is47

to be assessed by performing a proper uncertainty analysis of the affected magnitudes and propagating those48

uncertainties to the output parameters. If the changes due to operative conditions introduce unacceptable49

deviations in the outputs, it turns necessary to control the test by simultaneously monitoring the input50

parameters together with the magnitudes affected by those operative conditions.51
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The present paper aims at analysing the influence of the mentioned uncertainty sources in a particular ex-52

perimental set-up, namely a low-Reynolds wind tunnel [7]. The analysis focuses on the characteristic curves53

of lift and drag coefficients obtained for a standard NACA airfoil, and on the influences that the uncertainty54

intervals of the probes and the operative conditions may exert on them. Such curves are commonly used55

as design and prediction tools of airfoils. This is so because they represent the variations of lift and drag56

coefficients with the main operative parameter, the angle of attack, which is the one standing between the57

chordwise direction and the incoming flow. Besides, the dependency of those curves on the Reynolds number58

is a well-established fact [8]; in aerodynamic studies, its value determines the fluid regime being developed59

along the body and, ultimately, the fluid structures responsible of lift and drag values. The low-Reynolds60

configurations tested herein make the flow stand in the so-called transitional regime, where the dependency61

of the coefficients on the Reynolds number is most sensitive [9], and a precise uncertainty analysis on it62

becomes essential. Additionally, the Reynolds number is dependent on several flow-dependent properties,63

which are shown to be affected by operative conditions in the case of open circuit tunnels, apart from owning64

a specific uncertainty interval due to the interrelation of measurements coming from different probes. The65

undertaken approach intends to show the importance of controlling the current experimental set-up with the66

aim of keeping a constant Reynolds number during the tests. It is to bare in mind that those tests may last67

long enough as for allowing the tunnel to introduce severe operative changes. Disregarding such control, on68

the other hand, is shown to be liable to introduce deviations that grow beyond an acceptable experimental69

error.70

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a concise theoretical background on the theory of71

uncertainty analysis and introduces some specific terminology related to it, in order to facilitate further ex-72

planations on the subject. Section 3 details the current experimental set-up, both the apparatus employed73

for obtaining a controlled airflow and the set of probes used in the measurements. Section 4 presents the74

results of the tests and the corresponding discussions, and is divided in two parts: Section 4.1 verses on the75

uncertainty analysis performed on the set of probes and on how the uncertainties of basic measurands are76

propagated to derived results; Section 4.2 highlights typical operative condition changes found on standard77

lift and drag tests performed on the present wind tunnel, and shows how those changes affect the computed78

results. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the main findings of the analysis.79

2. Theoretical background on uncertainty analysis80

The uncertainty analysis undertaken herein is based on the notion of replication levels [2–5], which81

provides a systematic approach towards accounting for the set of possible error sources that may deviate82

the measured value from the true value of a magnitude. These deviations, as different in nature as they83

might be, are conceptualized as perturbation terms that enter the so-called measurement chain [2, 3]. This84

chain links the hypothetical true value of a magnitude and the final value that the experimentalist employs85

on the description of the phenomenon. The main idea behind the concept of replication levels is that the86

experimentalist is able to perform uncertainty tests on probes under conditions that avoid the introduction87

of certain error sources in the measurements. This, in turn, allows quantifying the effect of the remaining88

uncertainties on a statistical basis. Thus, the systematic approach laid by the replication level philosophy89

aims at quantifying those uncertainties following a bottom-up scheme of generality on the assumptions that90

the experimentalist may make regarding the presence of different error sources.91

The simplest scenario regarding the measurement process is to assume that time itself is frozen [3], i.e.92

that what is being analysed is a picture of the scaled display of the device, and not a temporal evolution93

of the magnitude. This is analogous to considering that the only potential source of error present in the94

measurements is the scale-reading interpolation at the resolution level of the device. On a human-read95

analogic display, it corresponds to the different readings that several experimenters would perform of the96

same picture. On a machine-read digital device, the round-off operation of the display may be affected by97

small perturbations coming from the elctrical circuitry or from equilibrium thermodynamic fluctuations.98

This scenario is termed the 0th order replication level, and is to be assessed with the experiment at issue99

not running. Its main purpose is to provide information on the suitability of a given probe with respect to100

the measurements it is to perform.101
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The 1st order replication level considers the probe on its measurement configuration, with the physical102

phenomenon of interest taking place. The finite dimensions of the probe alter the system within which it is103

placed, and those system perturbations may deviate the measured value from the true value. Additionally,104

as the probe itself is a system on its own, its interactions with the surroundings, termed system/sensor inter-105

actions, also affect the measured value. Both of these interactions are accounted for by analytical-empirical106

correlations. The third type of detectable perturbations, namely timewise fluctuations that are larger than107

the sensitivity of the probe, are calculated by undertaking specifically designed tests for each probe that108

allow measuring the timewise scatter present on the output data. The resultant uncertainty intervals serve109

to diagnose data coming from the same experimental set-up and detecting mislead measurements due to110

unexpected changes on testing grounds, such as excessive variations introduced by operative conditions.111

The N th order replication level considers, in addition to the previous terms, the uncertainties coming from112

manufacturing defects, sensitive material inhomogeneities or several sources alike, which are due to the fab-113

rication process previous to the acquisition of the device by the final user. This category also comprises, as114

part of the sources that come from the manufacturer, possible measurement errors committed during the115

calibration process. Those two factors account for the fact that this replicability order is not reproducible116

on experimental tests. Instead, the value of the calibration uncertainty is meant to be estimated from the117

technical datasheets of the devices. The uncertainty intervals resultant from the N th order replication level118

are meant to be part of the final data report, as they serve as comparative indicators among similar tests119

performed in different experimental set-ups.120

As it stands, the replication level approach allows computing the different uncertainty intervals that come121

to affect the set of basic measurands comprising a given experimental test. However, it does not indicate122

how different intervals affecting the same measurand are to be combined to yield an overall uncertainty123

descriptor of that measurand. Neither does show, besides, how to quantify the uncertainty intervals of124

derived magnitudes, which are the ones not directly measured in the test, but obtained by functional rela-125

tions among basic measurands or other derived magnitudes. With all, the computation of basic uncertainty126

intervals is performed by tools of statistical inference and, hence, each of such intervals is given a so called127

confidence level. This confidence level represents the probability of additional measurements yielding values128

that fall outside the interval it is ascribed to. As such, the theory of uncertainty analysis states that the129

combination of uncertainties of different sources that affect a particular magnitude is to be performed on130

a probability-preserving manner [1]. The experimentalist, as such, is free to choose a judicious confidence131

level for each of the uncertainty intervals of basic measurands. What the probability-preserving philosophy132

states is that one such confidence level is to be chosen for the set of basic measurands, in which case it is133

possible to propagate it to the derived magnitudes. In other words, what is sought is that the overall set134

of uncertainty intervals shares a common confidence level. In the end, an experimentally measured generic135

magnitude φ is to be expressed as:136

φ = φ± δ (1 : b) , (1)

where φ is the best estimate of the magnitude, and matches its mean value, δ is the computed uncertainty137

interval, and (1 : b) is directly related to the user-defined confidence level. A value of 95% is typical for this138

level, for which b equals 20, and such a convention is employed in the measurements performed herein. On139

probabilistic grounds, the (1 : b) expression means that the experimentalist is confident that, when repeating140

an experiment b times, the resultant dataset of b values is probable to own just a single instance that falls141

outside the reported uncertainty interval. Regarding the calculation of the overall uncertainty value (δ),142

Kline & McClintock [1] provide the following expression:143

δ =

√√√√
i=N∑

i=1

(
∂φ

∂xi
δxi

)2

, (2)

where φ depends on a number N of magnitudes represented by the generic x symbols, each of those xi owning144

a particular uncertainty interval δxi
, which itself is calculated applying Equation (2) to that particular145

magnitude xi. This recursive method stops at the innermost level of the measurement process, when dealing146

with basic measurands, whose individual contributions are directly computed from the tests corresponding147
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to the replication levels.148

Thus, the uncertainty analysis approach presented herein takes the form of a systematic scaffolding towards149

the quantification of uncertainty intervals of physical magnitudes. The tests corresponding to replication150

levels serve to calculate individual contributions that affect basic measurands, from which their overall151

uncertainty intervals are computed. The intervals of derived magnitudes are related to the intervals of the152

measurands they depend on by means of Equation (2). This equation shows that the uncertainty analysis153

of any derived magnitude can be traced back to the deviations that affect the basic measurands.154

3. Experimental set-up155

The physical scenario (see Figure 1), namely the low-Reynolds wind tunnel, is a suction-type tunnel156

owning a rectangular cross-section of 0.75× 1 m2 and a length of 3 m; maximum wind speeds of 40 m/s are157

achievable at the test-section, with the background turbulence level not surpassing a 0.2% value.
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Figure 1: schematic sketch of the experimental set-up. The depicted configuration shows the layout of the devices for obtaining
characteristic lift and drag curves for the NACA0021 airfoil. The flow, coming from right to left, is confined within two end-
plates for ensuring two-dimensionality. The ambient conditions transmitter and the Pitot-static probe serve for measuring and
controlling the Reynolds number at the inlet; the piezoelectric balance and the wake-rake device are used for obtaining the
data that, when post-processed, provide the lift and drag coefficients, respectively. The a − a′ section intends to depict the
geometrical shape of the NACA airfoil, as well as indicating how the angle of attack (α) is defined.

158

The set of basic measurands are classified in two groups: the ones employed for characterizing the airflow,159

and the ones describing the airflow-airfoil interactions. The former group includes four measurands: the160

atmospheric pressure (pamb), the ambient temperature (Tamb), the relative humidity (RH) and the inflow161

velocity (V∞). The second group contains two additional descriptors: loads exerted upon the airfoil, repre-162

sented by a force vector (F = (Fx, Fy, Fz)), and pressure measurements performed either on the surface of163

the airfoil or in the perturbed flowfield (p). These measurands are obtained by a set of four sensors, whose164

relevant specification parameters are gathered in Table 1.165

(1) max. sampling-frequency achievable.
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The set of derived magnitudes includes: the corrected velocity (V corr∞ ), obtained when applying the cor-166

respondent pressure and temperature corrections to the raw data coming from the Pitot-static probe; air167

density and viscosity (ρamb and µamb) calculated employing the moist air state equations of those variables168

[10, 11]; inflow dynamic pressure (q∞ = ρamb (V corr∞ )
2
/2); Reynolds number based on the airfoil’s chord169

c (Re = ρambV
corr
∞ c/µamb); and lift and drag coefficients, both uncorrected (CL and CD) and corrected170

(CcorrL and CcorrD ) for tunnel wall effects following Selig et al. [12]. The airfoil, namely a NACA0021, owns171

a chordwise dimension of 150 mm and a span (s) of 900 mm. Figure 2 provides a schematical view of the172

hierarchy resultant from the functional relation of derived magnitudes with respect to either basic measur-173

ands or other derived magnitudes, and the uncertainty analysis to be performed at each level.174

It is to remark that lift and drag coefficients are obtained differently (see Figure 3): the lift coefficient is175

calculated by directly measuring the lift force on the airfoil and non-dimensionalizing it with q∞·s·c. Due176

to the difference in the orders of magnitude of lift and drag loads and the inherent coupling among the177

piezoelectric’s axes, the drag coefficient is obtained by the so-called momentum deficit method [8, 13, 14].178

(2) the probe is differential, and owns a [0, 1000] Pa range.
(3) dependent on ambient conditions; the provided value is for calibrated conditions.
(4) digital display with 2 decimal units.
(5) settable.
(6) settable; dependent on amplifier mode.
(7) dependent on measurement channel and configuration.

Table 1: set of probes for basic measurand readings.

Measurand(s) Device alias/model Parameters Values

Ambient
conditions

pamb

Ambient
conditions
transmitter
Delta-Ohm
HD2001.1

Full-scale range [600, 1100] mbar
Accuracy ±0.1% FS = ±0.5 mbar

Resolution 0.01% FS = 0.05 mbar

Tamb

Full-scale range [−20, 80]◦C
Accuracy ±0.3% FS = ±0.3◦C

Resolution 0.05% FS = 0.05◦C

HR
Full-scale range [0, 100]%

Accuracy ±2% FS = ±2%
Resolution 0.05% FS = 0.05%

Common Dynamic response(1) 0.125 sec (8 Hz)

Inflow
velocity

V∞

Pitot-static
probe

Delta-Ohm
HD49047T01L

Full-scale range(2) 41.75 m/s(3)

Accuracy ± 1% FS = 0.4 m/s
Resolution(4) 0.0012% FS = 0.005 m/s

Dynamic response 0.05 sec (20 Hz)

Loads

F
Piezoelectric

balance
Kistler

9119AA2

Max. full-scale range(5) Fx, Fy, Fz ±4 kN
Sensitivity Fx, Fz ≈ -26 pC/N

Sensitivity Fy ≈ -13 pC/N

Misc.

Natural frequencies fNx
, fNy

, fNz
≈ 6 kHz

Resolution 2 mN
Dynamic response(6) 200 kHz

Electrical drift(7) Linear

Pressure
measurements

p
Pressure scanner

Scanivalve
MPS4264

Full-scale range ± 1000 Pa
Accuracy/Resolution ±0.15% FS = ±1.5 Pa

Dynamic response 850 Hz
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Figure 2: hierarchical structure resultant from the functional relation of derived magnitudes with respect to either basic
measurands or other derived magnitudes, and the uncertainty analysis to be performed at each level. Notice that the hierarchy
is based on the degree of dependency of the functional relations of the variables on previous magnitudes. Those directly related
to basic measurands lie at lower hierarchical levels, whereas the ones depending on both basic measurands and other derived
magnitudes occupy higher positions.

This method is based on traversing a wake-rake device behind the airfoil for measuring the momentum179

deficit introduced by it, and obtaining the drag coefficient by integrating such a profile. The wake-rake180

device consists of a comb-like array of 18 total head probes covering a dimension of nearly 50 mm, which181

amounts to a third of the airfoil’s chord. The referential pressure is measured at the floor of the tunnel, which182

equals the static pressure at the station of the wake-rake device and turns the total head measurements into183

dynamic heads. The wake-rake device is attached to a 3D-axis positioning system driven by three stepper184

motors, allowing its motion throughout the tunnel and, specifically, enabling the transversal surveys behind185

the airfoil. Additionally, a fourth stepper motor is located on a sealed box underneath the central panel of186

the tunnel, driving a rotary plate around a constant vertical axis.187

The piezoelectric balance is fixed to this plate, and the airfoil gets attached to it by means of an auxiliary188

rod. Thus, the action of the fourth stepper motor causes the variation of the angle of attack of the airfoil,189

which permits to obtain the characteristic lift and drag curves. The Pitot-static probe, used to measure190

the inflow velocity, is located at the entrance of the test-section, while the ambient conditions transmitter191

monitorizes the ambient parameters from the outside. Together, they provide the means for controlling the192

airfoil’s chord based Reynolds number.193

In order to ensure that relevant statistics of lift and drag signals are computable from the output data,194

5-seconds-long measurements are performed at each of the angular configurations. Although a single mea-195

surement suffices for obtaining a lift signal, the momentum deficit method requires splitting the transversal196

survey into seven non-overlapping sections for capturing the wake acceptably. This is so because the wake-197

rake device is located 2.5 chord distances downstream the airfoil due to the physical restriction imposed198

by the end plates. The purpose of such ennd plates is to ensure that a two-dimensional flow is obtained199

in the test-section, and are located leaving a gap of 2 mm at the floor and ceiling of the tunnel. This200

downstream distance is assumed to be acceptable according to [13, 14]. Anyhow, this protocol makes the201

testing of a single drag curve to take as long as an hour, in comparison to the 10-minutes-long lift-curve202

testing. Typical airfoil-testing surveys, besides, require computing several lift and drag curves, either for a203

set of different configurations (i.e. distinct Reynolds numbers) or by running a number of tests for the same204

configuration in order to ensure repeatability. In any case, it is common to have the tunnel working for205

periods of several hours. The replication levels philosophy is to be applied on this characteristic time-lapse206

for obtaining relevant uncertainty intervals.207

As stated in Section 2, the replication level tests are applied to the set of basic measurands. The 0th order208

replication level is reproduced with the aim of calculating the influence of possible electrical circuitry flaws209

and potential equilibrium thermodynamic fluctuations on the measurements. Electrical circuitry related210
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(a) schematic drawing of the experimental methods employed for obtaining CL and CD coefficients.

y-axis force

(b) workflows showing the sequential stages for calculating CL and CD coefficients parting from the data acquisition operation.

Figure 3: conceptual representation of the overall experimental workflow followed for calculating CD and CL coefficients.
Figure 3a is a schematical drawing of the experimental set-up on a generic measurement configuration; Figure 3b intends to
illustrate the post-processing steps for obtaining the coefficients.

perturbations are assessed by disconnecting the probe-side end of the devices and letting the signal travel211

back to the acquisition system, in order to detect deviations lying above the resolution level of the devices.212

Equilibrium thermodynamic fluctuations are addressed by connecting the probe-side ends and performing213

the measurements with the tunnel being inoperative.214

Measurements regarding the 1st order replication level are intended to quantify the timewise jitter on the215

output signals and, consequently, the tunnel must be operative. Additionally, certain measurements need216

baseline cases for comparing the output data to expected values in order to compute the jitter adequately: it217

is the case of the piezoelectric balance and the pressure scanner. The baseline case used for the piezoelectric218

balance is the 0◦ angle-of-attack configuration of the airfoil, which theoretically provides a null lift output;219
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the airfoil is aligned prior to the 1st order replication level test so that a proper 0◦ configuration is set.220

The baseline case for the pressure scanner is obtained by placing a flat plate perpendicular to the incoming221

flow and practicing orifices for measuring the correspondent total head. When the plate is perpendicularly222

aligned with the flow and the reference pressure of the scanner is taken from the outside, the total head223

ports provide the pressure losses introduced by the elements of the tunnel placed before the test-section,224

which are characterized in [15].225

The uncertainty intervals coming from possible calibration errors are estimated from the specification sheets226

of the devices, interpreting the calibration error data as standard deviations obtained with a 95% confidence227

level.228

The chosen characteristic time-lapse for performing the 0th and 1st order replication level tests is of 5 hours,229

with 5-seconds-long measurements being taken each 6 minutes (10 measurements per hour). The ambient230

conditions transmitter and the Pitot-static probe are set to their maximum sampling frequency rates, which231

is of 20 Hz for both devices. The piezoelectric balance is subjected to a rate-dependency test. According232

to [16], consistent sampling frequencies are those for which the averages of the output signals reach con-233

stant values. In other words, it is to be assessed that those values do not depend on the chosen sampling234

frequency. The rate-dependency test as proposed by [16] yields a minimum sampling rate of 500 Hz for the235

balance, considered to be high enough as to resolve the airflow-airfoil interactions of interest. Additionally,236

the balance is known to show a linear electrical drift on the output signals due to the inherent activity of the237

piezoelectric crystals. This drift is compensated by taking initial and final measurements with the tunnel238

being inoperative, and substracting the correspondent linear portion to the measurements taken in between.239

Lastly, the pressure scanner’s rate is set to its maximum value of 850 Hz.240

4. Results and discussion241

The former part of this section is concerned with the uncertainty analysis of the set of basic measurands,242

obtained by applying the replication levels philosophy as stated in Sections 2 and 3. The second part consists243

of a combined approach: it exposes how the uncertainty intervals of basic measurands are propagated to244

derived magnitudes, and shows the influence of the operative conditions on the physical magnitudes due to245

large tunnel operation periods.246

4.1. Uncertainty analysis of basic measurands247

Table 2 shows, with the set of devices ordered as in Table 1, the computed uncertainty intervals for248

each of the replication levels. It is to notice that the quantities represent full-scale percentages, so that the249

relative importance of the perturbations that affect each of the devices are normalized on a common basis.250

The contributions of the perturbations are considered negligible if they fall below 10−3% of the full-scale251

output, as they do not change the overall uncertainty value appreciably in those cases; mind, besides, that252

this overall uncertainty comes from applying Equation (2) to the uncertainty terms that do not happen to253

be negligible. The relevant remarks to be made are:254

• the noticeably high calibration errors of Tamb, RH and V∞, which largely overcome the timewise255

jitter contributions and make the overall uncertainty depend mainly on a proper calibration of the256

correspondent sensors.257

• The non-negligible 0th order contributions of the piezoelectric balance. These contributions stem258

from the fact that the inherently small output signals of the balance need to be augmented by an259

intermediate amplifier. This amplifier introduces an appreciable white noise in the signal even for the260

inoperative tunnel conditions. Notice, additionally, that the timewise jitters are identical for the three261

axes. This is so because, as stated in Section 3, the only baseline case for computing the jitter is262

the null lift force obtained for the 0◦ angle-of-attack configuration of the airfoil. Such a baseline case263

merely allows determining the Fy-related jitter, and the assumption is made that the other two axes264

show the same scattering.265
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Table 2: uncertainty table of the analysed probes (units in % full-scale of each device).

Device/variable 0th order

1st order N th order

System perturbations,
System/sensor interactions

Timewise jitter Calibration error Overall uncertainty

Ambient
conditions
transmitter

pamb

negligible negligible

4.76·10−3 1.81·10−2
√

(4.76·10−3)2 + (1.81·10−2)2 = 5.09·10−2

RH
2.38·10−2

1.4
√

(2.38·10−2)2 + 1.42 = 1.4

Tamb 0.15
√

(2.38·10−2)2 + 0.152 = 0.152

Pitot-static
probe

V∞ negligible negligible 3.83·10−2 0.958
√

(3.83·10−2)2 + 0.9582 = 0.959

Piezoelectric
balance

Fx 5.08·10−2

Configuration-
dependent(8),

δFconf.

0.44

−0.375 (9)sgn(x)
√
|(δFxconf.

)2 + 0.442 − (0.375)2|

Fy 5.06·10−2 −0.418 sgn(y)
√
|(δFyconf.

)2 + 0.442 − (0.418)2|

Fz 2.84·10−2 −0.589 sgn(z)
√
|(δFzconf.

)2 + 0.442 − (0.589)2|

Pressure scanner p negligible
Configuration-
dependent(10),

δpconf.

7.5·10−2 negligible
√

(δpconf.)2 + (7.5·10−2)2

(8) ad hoc tests for assessing wall and support interferences.
(9) calibration terms remain negative to account for the bias; sign functions (sgn) equal the sign of the overall terms inside the roots.

(10) ad hoc tests for assessing systematic errors on static or total heads, whichever it is to be measured.



• The configuration-dependent perturbations that are left undetermined for the piezoelectric balance266

(δFconf.) and the pressure scanner (δpconf.). These are to be specified for each of the particular267

experimental layouts being tested. Techniques for treating support interferences that affect load mea-268

surements are to be found in [17, 18], whereas correction factors for pressure taps measurements (either269

total or static) are reported in [19]. For the tests assessing replication level uncertainties, it suffices to270

say that the configuration-dependent perturbations are found to be negligible when compared to the271

other contributions.272

• According to the manufacturer’s specifications, the calibration errors of the piezoelectric balance have273

a negative sign and do not comply with the typical ± convention. This turns necessary the introduction274

of the sign function (sgn(x)) on the computation of the overall uncertainty, which takes the sign of275

term resulting from the combined operation performed with the members within the root.276

4.2. Effect of operative conditions and propagation of uncertainties to derived magnitudes277

In order to follow a structured narrative, the influence of the operative conditions is first discussed on278

a general basis. The combined effect of these operative conditions and the basic measurand uncertainties279

computed in Section 4.1 are addressed on the set of derived magnitudes secondly.280

4.2.1. Effect of operative conditions281

The 5-hours-long test for assessing 1st order replication level uncertainties shows that the tunnel is prone282

to introduce severe changes on the ambient conditions, as observed in Figure 4. Notice that the employed
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Figure 4: temporal evolution of the ambient condition parameters, namely Tamb, pamb and RH, due to the changes introduced
by the operative conditions of the tunnel. Notice the y-scale employed, which provides the relative difference of each magnitude
with respect to initial conditions normalized with the correspondent full-scale value.

283

y-scale represents the relative difference of each magnitude with respect to initial conditions, normalized284

with the correspondent full-scale value.285

Seemingly, temperature and relative humidity get noticeably affected by the tunnel’s work, with the airflow286

becoming hotter and drier during the test. The physical mechanism behind this behaviour is to be found on287

the heat losses stemming from the tunnel’s power source. Those heat losses get propagated to the overall288
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room due to convection, mainly because of the open circuit design of the tunnel. The evolutions are observed289

to cause changes that amount to nearly 3% and 7% in Tamb and RH respectively, which according to Table 2290

correspond, on dimensional grounds, to variations of 3◦C and 7%.291

The ambient pressure, as expected, is not affected by changes on the airflow conditions. Although differences292

with initial conditions do not remain constant, the deviations from a null value are small enough as to assume293

constancy, and do not show as clear a trend as the other two magnitudes. These erratic changes are ascribed294

to natural variations in pamb during daytime.295

It is to recall that the curves in Figure 4 represent variations corresponding to a specific test, and that they296

may change quantitatively depending on factors such as the testing day, the time of the day at which the297

testing begins or the testing plan itself. However, it has been assured that the qualitative character of the298

curves is independent of any external factor. In other words, it has been assessed that the tunnel’s work299

causes an increase in temperature and a decrease in humidity regardless of the testing day, and that the300

ambient pressure is unaffected accordingly. Additionally, information regarding the uncertainty intervals of301

the represented magnitudes is absent in Figure 4, as these intervals are to be discussed together with their302

propagation to the derived magnitudes in what follows.303

4.2.2. Propagation of uncertainties to derived magnitudes304

The upcoming discussion is ordered following a simplicity criterion on the functional dependency of the305

derived magnitudes. The magnitudes most directly related to the set of basic measurands are presented first,306

with the ones owning the simplest functional relations leading the classification. Magnitudes that partly307

depend on basic measurands, and partly on other derived magnitudes, are addressed next, considering the308

same simplicity criterion as for the former ones.309

• Corrected velocity, V corr∞ : regarding the manufacturer’s specifications, the full-scale (and, consequently,310

the measured velocity) of the Pitot-static probe depends on both Tamb and pamb in a linear fasion.311

Figure 5 intends to show how such a dependency affects the corrected value, and is to be read together312

with the V corr∞ -related data in Table 3. The figure represents, scaled on its left-hand side y-axis, the313

variations in Tamb and pamb already depicted in Figure 4, but with the additional information of their314

respective uncertainty intervals rendered as hatched regions around the mean values. Notice that, al-315

though the uncertainty interval of Tamb is clearly noticeable, that of pamb happens to show a marginal316

influence on the corresponding dataset, agreeing with the values shown in Table 2.317

The velocity-related data is represented, on the right-hand side y-axis, in two different series. No-318

tice that the employed scale represents corrected velocity fluctuations normalized with the full-scale319

velocity. However, those fluctuations are represented as depending on a generic argument ψ that is320

different for each of the series. The bottom curve (ψ = V corr∞ ) represents the variation of the corrected321

velocity with respect to the initial corrected velocity, which is why it begins the temporal evolution322

from a null value. The upper one shows the difference between the corrected and the initial measured323

velocities (ψ = V meas∞ ). Its upwards shift with respect to the former curve is to be ascribed, obviously,324

to the effect of the correction. Notice, additionally, that the velocity curves are evidently modulated325

by the temperature signal, with the characteristic central peak being discernible in both of them. If326

the row corresponding to V corr∞ is read from Table 3, it is observed that the factors entering the uncer-327

tainty expression (Equation (2)) are the uncorrected velocity (V meas∞ ) and the ambient temperature328

and pressure (Tamb and pamb). Such an expression entails a root operation of the sum of the squared329

terms. It is not possible, hence, to derive the exact contribution of each of the terms to the overall330

uncertainty. However, squaring Equation (2) provides the following expression:331

δ2 =

i=N∑

i=1

(
∂φ

∂xi
δxi

)2

, (3)

which shows that it is possible to estimate the contribution of a particular magnitude xi thusly:332

Relative contribution (%) of xi =

(
∂φ

∂xi
δxi

)2

/δ2. (4)
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Figure 5: temporal evolution of the corrected velocity, relative to its initial value and to the measured value (left hand-side y-
axis), together with the evolutions of Tamb and pamb(right hand-side y-axis). The hatched regions correspond to the uncertainty
intervals of each of the depicted curves. Notice the y-scale employed, which provides the relative difference of each magnitude
with respect to the initial conditions normalized with the correspondent full-scale value.

The row corresponding to V corr∞ shows that the contributions of Tamb and pamb to the overall un-333

certainty of the corrected velocity are negligible when compared to the uncertainty interval of V corr∞ .334

This indicates that Tamb and pamb variations influence the uncertainty interval of V corr∞ in three ways.335

Firstly, via the partial factor ∂V corr∞ /∂V meas∞ . Secondly, by introducing a bias error of approximately336

0.45% of the full-scale value on the measured velocity. Lastly, by partially modulating the evolution337

of the corrected velocity (it increases nearly 0.1% of the full-scale value). Certainly, though, the scat-338

tering of V corr∞ is mainly due to the uncertainty interval of V meas∞ , whose propagation to the corrected339

velocity gets reflected on the hatched regions of the figure.340

• Air density and viscosity, ρamb and µamb: a similar analysis as for the corrected velocity may be341

performed on the basis of Figure 6.342

In order to avoid excessive chartjunk, the curves corresponding to basic measurands are omitted,343

keeping merely the ones corresponding to ρamb and µamb. Additionally, mind that the scaling on both344

y-axes is not performed with a full-scale normalization, as it is not possible to define such a quantity345

for these derived magnitudes. Instead, the normalizing factors are the initial values of the magnitudes.346

It is observed that the temporal evolutions of both magnitudes are severely modulated by temperature347

and humidity signals, even more so than in the case of the corrected velocity. The sustained variations348

are also larger, approaching a value of 1% in both cases, as opposed to the 0.1% change on V corr∞ . The349

double hatched regions in both curves are meant to illustrate, qualitatively, the data represented in the350

corresponding rows of Table 3. It is to notice that the relative humidity factor is the main contributor351

of the uncertainty intervals, with a major effect on δρamb
. Although the largest regions include the352

influence of the triplet (RH, Tamb, pamb) on the intervals, it is to mention that the pressure factor353

is either marginal or negligible, and that the contributions of RH and Tamb come from the higher354

uncertainties that those measurands own by default (see Table 2).355

• Upstream dynamic pressure and Reynolds number, q∞ and Re: for the sake of illustrative cleanness,356

and as both magnitudes happen to show quantitatively similar trends, Figure 7 merely represents the357
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Figure 6: temporal evolution of ambient density (left hand-side y-axis) and viscosity (right hand-side y-axis). The overlapped
hatched regions are meant to represent the contributions of different factors to the overall uncertainty, and are ordered so that
the largeset contributor’s region is placed around the average curve, with smaller contributors’ regions wrapping that central
band. Series are scaled by substracting the correspondent initial values to the datasets, and normalizing with those values.

Reynolds number’s evolution. Thus, the characteristic lift and drag curves that are shown further on,358

obtained for both constant and changing Reynolds numbers, may be understood on the basis of the359

following graphical example. The y-axis scaling is performed as in Figure 6.360

The opposite evolutions of ρamb and µamb, and their higher variation rates in comparison to V corr∞ ,361

cause a sustained Reynolds number diminution during the test, which is also clearly modulated by362

temperature and humidity signals. The continuous decrease in the average values, which grows as363

large as 1.5% at the end of the test, overcomes the computed uncertainty interval (≈ 0.4%) in a 30-364

minutes lapse. The major contributor is the corrected velocity’s uncertainty, with density showing a365

marginal influence and viscosity and the length-dependent factors being negligible (see Table 3). The366

length-dependent factor (i.e. relative to the airfoil’s chord) is obtained by setting the δc value to the367

average roughness on the chordwise dimension, which is of 1.4 µm.368

The analysis above is equally applicable to the upstream dynamic pressure magnitude, q∞, with V corr∞369

being the main contributor to the uncertainty and density being marginal. Otherwise, the extent of370

the uncertainty region and the variation of the average values follow quantitatively similar trends as371

for the Reynolds number.372

• Momentum-deficit-computed drag coefficient, CD: the wake-rake methodology described in Section 3,373

when applied to the present case-study, provides an unfiltered momentum deficit curve as the one rep-374

resented by the triangular symbols in Figure 8. Theoretically, the momentum deficit expression should375

reach a null value outside the wake, but perturbations in the flowfield and measurement uncertainties376

cause the observed scattering on the data. It is evident that integrating this raw data leads to spurious377

CD values, as the contribution of the scattering to the integration may not be null or negligible. It378

turns necessary, hence, to filter the curve so that the points outside the wake are set to their expected379

null values. This poses the problem of delimiting the wake somehow, by imposing a suitable thresh-380

old value that leaves the spurious points outside. Such a threshold is set to the momentum-deficit381

value corresponding to the q∞ uncertainty. Beginning from the wake’s peak, which is unambiguously382
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identifiable, the delimiting process goes through both halves of the curve, and the first points lying383

below the threshold are considered as the edges of the wake. Further points are consequently set to384

null values, with the resultant filtered curve being represented by black dots in Figure 8. This filtering385

unavoidably introduces an uncertainty δfilt corresponding to the points excluded from the integration386

process, which is obtained by computing the standard deviation of the original values of those points.387

Additionally, the points of the wake are subjected to the combined uncertainty intervals of pressure388

measurements and q∞. The gaussian approximation of the wake, represented by the black line in389

Figure 8, is meant to illustrate its shape, and to facilitate the drawing of the different contributions390

to the uncertainty interval. Data in Table 3 shows that the governing factor is the filtering process,391

with q∞ having a slight influence and pressure measurements owning a negligible effect.392

Notice, lastly, that the expression for the overall uncertainty value shown in Table 3 does not comply393

with Equation (2) in this case. As the hatched regions representing the deficit curve uncertainties394

are to be integrated for obtaining a CD value, maximum and minimum integrands correspond to the395

highest and lowest curves. The contribution of a particular factor, hence, is merely the area of its396

hatched region, and the overall uncertainty is obtained by simply adding the different contributions.397

• Corrected lift and drag coefficients, CcorrL and CcorrD : Figure 9 represents the lift and drag curves of the398

NACA0021 airfoil obtained for a nominal Reynolds number of 105 and for angles of attack spanning the399

range 0−12◦. Both left- and right-hand side y-axes represent the corrected non-dimensional coefficients,400

with the corrections addressing tunnel wall interferences, as described in [12]. The uncorrected datasets401

are not represented in the figure, but it is worth saying that, for the relatively low angles of attack402

considered, the blockage effect of the airfoil shows an almost negligible effect, and that the corrected403

dataset collapses into the uncorrected one. Nevertheless, the correction is applied as part of the404

post-processing protocol. Notice, besides, that there are two x-axes on the figure. The bottom one
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Figure 9: characteristic lift and drag curves (left and right hand-side y-axes, respectively) for the NACA0021 airfoil in a Re=105

configuration, obtained by temporally equispaced measurements along a 5-hours-long operative lapse. Notice that there are
two x-axes as well. The bottom one represents the angular configuration of the airfoil, whereas the upper one is a temporal
axis.

405

represents the angular configuration of the airfoil; the upper one, instead, is a temporal axis. In order406

to show how the varying operative conditions may affect the curves, the datasets are obtained by407
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performing temporally equispaced measurements along a 5-hours-long operative lapse. Thus, they408

comply with the same conditions under which the replication level tests are undertaken. This means409

that a measurement is performed every 25 minutes, as observed in the top x-axis.410

Each coefficient owns three different datasets, which are obtained in nominally identical configurations,411

but considering distinct guidelines regarding the operative conditions control. In the light of Figure 7,412

keeping a constant Reynolds number requires increasing the testing velocity progressively, so that413

the resultant evolution curve becomes a straight horizontal line fixed at a predefined value. Thus,414

the datasets claimed to be obtained under constant Reynolds number conditions fulfill the mentioned415

specification. For the remaining ones, instead, it is assumed that the Reynolds number is varying.416

The curves under the denomination of non-constant Reynolds number are obtained by considering417

that the Reynolds variation happens as shown in Figure 7. Increasing the velocity for compensating418

the diminution of the Reynolds number due to operative conditions has a number of consequences.419

The straightforward one is that the q∞ value also increases, as it is squarely proportional to the testing420

velocity. As additional side effects, higher velocities may also cause changes on the loads acting on the421

airfoil, and variations in the pressure measurements implied in the wake-rake method. However, these422

are found to be small in comparison to the q∞ variation, which affects the computation of both CL423

and CD coefficients. The CL coefficient gets influenced via the non-dimensionalizing factor, and the424

CD one because of its presence in the momentum-deficit expression. Both coefficients, besides, show a425

drifting behaviour as the tesing time proceeds. However, such a drift does not cause the uncontrolled426

coefficients to fall outside the estimated experimental uncertainty, although the latest measurement427

points do lie close to the edges of the intervals. A conclusion may be drawn, thus, that controlling the428

operative conditions is not as critical as the temporal evolutions of certain magnitudes suggest.429

Nevertheless, it is to notice that such temporal variations may become harsher under circumstances430

other than the ones employed herein. Mind that, as mentioned before, the changes in Tamb and RH431

are dependent on factors such as the testing plan or testing day. Regarding the testing plan, it is432

to mention that the undertaken tests are performed by setting a nominally constant inlet Reynolds433

number of 105. Typical air density and viscosity values, together with the airfoil’s chord c, yield an434

inlet velocity of ≈ 10 m/s for achieving such a Reynolds number. However, the transitional regime of435

interest may extend up to Reynolds numbers of 5·105 [20], which require higher inlet velocities. This436

increase, in turn, causes major power losses due to the cubically proportional relation between both437

magnitudes, P ∝ V 3
∞. Additionally, higher velocities enhance the mixing mechanism via convection,438

thus promoting steeper evolutions of temperature and humidity within the room. Anyhow, lift and439

drag coefficient curves obtained under such circumstances would not be comparable to the ones shown440

in Figure 9 due to the different fluid configurations, which are highly dependent on the Reynolds441

number in the transitional regime. The point to make, besides, is that tests performed under higher442

Reynolds numbers are prone to show variations in ambient conditions that, if uncontrolled, may deviate443

lift and drag coefficients outside their respective experimental uncertainty regions.444

A different scenario arises when considering the possible influence of external factors, such as changes445

in environmental conditions during the testing day. The third set of curves in Figure 9, represented446

by the filled symbols, are obtained by considering the hypothesis that the temporal evolutions of447

the ambient conditions are twice as greater as the ones shown in Figure 4, a highly plausible fact448

considering the daily temperature and humidity evolutions registered in the room. As for the second449

datasets commented before, these curves are also computed by assuming that no control is set on450

the monitoring process of the ambient conditions. The results are revealing insofar they highlight451

two relevant factors: the first is that there exist critical evolutions of the ambient conditions beyond452

which the environmental changes are capable of introducing errors in the measurements such that453

the resultant deviations lie outside the estimated experimental uncertainty. The second is the non-454

linear relationship between those deviations and the temporal evolutions that produce them. When455

comparing the twofold evolution case with the nominal one, it is observed that the latter introduces456

errors slightly above 2% in the average values of CL and CD, whereas the former increases those errors457

up to 8%. Besides, notice that the temporal lapse required for producing experimentally mislead458

measurements is larger than 200 minutes. However, the claim made herein is not that a proper control is459
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unneccesary unless the overall testing survey lasts longer than the mentioned period. Instead, the point460

to make is that the estimated true values get noticeably affected if changes on environmental conditions461

are not taken into account, up to the point of turning those values experimentally unacceptable.462

Obviously, the task of determining the critical conditions and time-lapses for which this phenomenon463

happens is purely configuration-dependent, and an issue that the experimentalist is forced to consider464

at the designing stage of experimental tests.465

Finally, mind that the main contributions to the intervals come from the uncorrected coefficients466

themselves (see Table 3), which means that the correction factors do not do not affect those intervals.467

The major influences on CD have already been discussed, concluding that the filtering uncertainty,468

δfilt., is directly propagated into the CcorrD interval. Besides, the lift force factor δFL
is the only469

contributor to the CL uncertainty range, and consequently to the CcorrL one. Hence, the q∞ variable470

does not determine the computed intervals, but it causes the deviations on the average values if the471

operative conditions are not controlled.472
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Table 3: functional relations, partial contributions and overall uncertainty intervals of derived magnitudes.

Magnitude Relational function Partial expressions Relative contributions (%) Overall δ expression Average δ value

V corr∞

(m/s)
f (V meas∞ , Tamb, pamb)

∂V corr∞
∂V meas∞

δV meas∞ 100

[(
∂V corr∞
∂V meas∞

δV meas∞

)2

+

+

(
∂V corr∞
∂Tamb

δTamb

)2

+

+

(
∂V corr∞
∂pamb

δpamb

)2
]1/2

1.58·10−2
∂V corr∞
∂Tamb

δTamb negligible

∂V corr∞
∂pamb

δpamb negligible

ρamb

(kg/m3)
f (Tamb, RH, pamb)

∂ρamb
∂Tamb

δTamb 12

[(
∂ρamb
∂Tamb

δTamb

)2

+

+

(
∂ρamb
∂RH

δRH

)2

+

+

(
∂ρamb
∂pamb

δpamb

)2
]1/2

3·10−4
∂ρamb
∂RH

δRH 87

∂ρamb
∂pamb

δpamb 1

µamb

(kg/(m·s)) f (Tamb, RH, pamb)

∂µamb
∂Tamb

δTamb 46

[(
∂µamb
∂Tamb

δTamb

)2

+

+

(
∂µamb
∂RH

δRH

)2

+

+

(
∂µamb
∂pamb

δpamb

)2
]1/2

1.6·10−9
∂µamb
∂RH

δRH 54

∂µamb
∂pamb

δpamb negligible



Table 3: continued.

Magnitude Relational function Partial expressions Relative contributions (%) Overall δ expression Average δ value

q∞

(Pa)
f (ρamb, V

corr
∞ )

∂q∞
∂ρamb

δρamb 1

[(
∂q∞
∂ρamb

δρamb

)2

+

+

(
∂q∞
∂V corr∞

δV corr∞

)2
]1/2 0.26∂q∞

∂V corr∞
δV corr∞ 99

Re

(−)
f (ρamb, V

corr
∞ , µamb, c)

∂Re

∂ρamb
δρamb 2

[(
∂Re

∂ρamb
δρamb

)2

+

+

(
∂Re

∂V corr∞
δV corr∞

)2

+

+

(
∂Re

∂µamb
δµamb

)2

+

+

(
∂Re

∂c
δc

)2
]1/2

1647

∂Re

∂V corr∞
δV corr∞ 98

∂Re

∂µamb
δµamb negligible

∂Re

∂c
δc negligible

CL

(−)
f (FL, q∞, A)

∂CL
∂FL

δFL 100

[(
∂CL
∂FL

δFL

)2

+

+

(
∂CL
∂q∞

δq∞

)2

+

+

(
∂CL
∂A

δA

)2
]1/2

4.67·10−2
∂CL
∂q∞

δq∞ negligible

∂CL
∂A

δA negligible



Table 3: continued.

Magnitude Relational function Partial expressions Relative contributions (%) Overall δ expression Average δ value

CcorrL

(−)
f (CL, σ, εs)

∂CcorrL

∂CL
δCL 100

[(
∂CcorrL

∂CL
δCL

)2

+

+

(
∂CcorrL

∂σ
δσ

)2

+

+

(
∂CcorrL

∂εb
δεb

)2
]1/2

4.49·10−2
∂CcorrL

∂σ
δσ negligible

∂CcorrL

∂εb
δεb negligible

CD

(−)
f (p, q∞, filt)

∫

wake

(
∂def

∂p
δp

)
d(y′) negligible

∫

wake

(
∂def

∂p
δp

)
d(y′)+

+

∫

wake

(
∂def

q∞
δq∞

)
d(y′)+

+

∫

wake

(δfilt) d(y′)

5.17·10−3

∫

wake

(
∂def

q∞
δq∞

)
d(y′) 10

∫

wake

(δfilt) d(y′) 90

CcorrD

(−)
f (CD, εsb, εs)

∂CcorrD

∂CD
δCD 100

[(
∂CcorrD

∂CD
δCD

)2

+

+

(
∂CcorrD

∂εsb
δεsb

)2

+

+

(
∂CcorrD

∂εb
δεb

)2
]1/2

4.97·10−3
∂CcorrD

∂εsb
δεsb negligible

∂CcorrD

∂εb
δεb negligible



5. Conclusions473

The analysis performed herein may be summarized as consisting of two main parts. The former repre-474

sents an uncertainty analysis following the philosophy of replication levels and performed on a set of basic475

measurands, i.e. magnitudes that are the direct outputs of an experimental test. In spite of having applied476

such an analysis to a particular wind tunnel case study, the methodology is meant to be application-agnostic,477

in the sense that any physical scenario comprising a set of measurement devices should undertake such a478

task prior to entering a data-production stage. The second part is not as general as the first, and considers479

the effects that variations in operative conditions may cause on the overall set of magnitudes constituting480

an experimental test, as well as the propagation of the uncertainty intervals of basic measurands to those481

of derived magnitudes. This part has two main purposes: firstly, it provides a methodology for quantifying482

the uncertainties of typical magnitudes related to aerodynamic studies. On this respect, the magnitudes483

discussed herein are not meant to represent neither an exclusive nor an exhaustive list of parameters, but484

mainly the ones that the author consider the most relevant. Secondly, it shows how a wrongly controlled485

experimental procedure leads to values that lie outside the estimated experimental uncertainties.486

Regarding the first part, the conclusions to be drawn are:487

• 0th order contributions, and system/sensor interactions pertaining the 1st order replication level, may488

be considered negligible when compared to timewise jitters and calibration errors. The latter, in fact,489

are shown to be the governing factors of most basic measurand uncertainties.490

• Certain measurands, as loads or pressures, require specific testing protocols for assessing purely491

configuration-dependent perturbations. For which in the case presented herein have been found to492

be negligible.493

As for the second part:494

• Sustained tunnel operation causes a progressive variation in the ambient conditions, mainly in Tamb495

and RH, due to the convection of heat losses introduced by the power source of the tunnel. These496

variations entail a number of consequences: first of all, it remarks the need for monitoring both497

temperature and relative humidity during tests. Although registering the thermal evolution may be498

a common practice, hygrometers are not, as far as the authors’ knowledge is concerned, as typical499

in wind tunnel set-ups as temperature transmitters. Modelling the fluid as moist air, with the state500

equations for density and viscosity found in [10, 11], turns necessary in the light of the severe variations501

that the RH variable undergoes. Additionally, those variations get propagated to the overall set of502

derived magnitudes, with the temporal evolutions of the variables directly dependent on Tamb and503

RH being modulated by those signals. The corollary of such influences is that achieving Reynolds504

constancy during tests becomes a harder task than simply keeeping a predetermined testing velocity.505

• The propagation of basic uncertainty intervals to derived magnitudes is shown to have a number506

of main contributors for each of the magnitudes, as observed in Table 3. However, the factor that507

determines the uncertainty interval may not be the one governing the evolution of the average values.508

Thus, in case of the corrected velocity, the interval is wholly dependent on the measured velocity’s509

uncertainty, but Tamb and pamb are responsible of introducing a bias-like shift on the data and shaping510

the curve’s temporal evolution. In cases such as the Reynolds number, the interval grows as wide511

as for being able to subsume the temporal variations of the average values. However, the analysis512

is performed on the basis of a constant testing velocity. Higher inflow speeds, which are plausible,513

require increasing the fan’s power, with the resultant heat losses and enhanced convection. This, in514

turn, may cause steeper variations in the average values, and the temporal evolution may become the515

predominant factor.516

• Characteristic lift and drag curves, when obtained under conditions of constant or changing Reynolds517

numbers, show divergencies that stem from the varying q∞ values in case operative conditions are not518

controlled. These deviations may not pose a problem insofar they do not fall outside the estimated519
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experimental uncertainties of the coefficients. It is to bare in mind, however, that requiring higher520

inflow velocities (i.e. steeper variations introduced by the operative conditions) or sustaining larger521

environmental variations may turn the situation critical. In fact, when considering the highly plausible522

hypothesis that the environmental variations are twice as large as the ones presented in Figure 4, it523

is shown that the resultant deviations turn the average values unacceptable, mainly for large opera-524

tive time-lapses. Additionally, those deviations are shown to change non-linearly with the variations525

in environmental conditions that, ultimately, produce them. Anyhow, the need for monitoring the526

mentioned variations becomes mandatory for achieving controlled testing conditions.527
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 A breakdown of the uncertainty analysis of measurands providing individual 

contributions. 

 Operative condition variations take aerodynamic coefficients outside uncertainty 

intervals. 

 Temperature variations due to wind tunnel operation constitute the critical factor. 

 The effect of operative condition variations on aerodynamic coefficients is non-linear. 

 An analysis of the operative conditions is to be performed regardless of the 

experimental set-up. 
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